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Who is *PrestonEastin*?

*PrestonEastin* is *the* positioning solution provider. We help to position and transport products and robots for increased productivity and safer work environments.

We Help:

- Manufacturers
- Robotic Integrators and OEM’s
- Distributors of Welding
- Distributors of Material Handling Equipment
Customers turn to us when subject matter experts and flexibility are needed.

We want to fully understand and overcome your pain points. These could include:

- Need for Increased Throughput
- Controlling Manufacturing Costs
- Excessive Downtime
- Lack of Flexibility
- Safety
- Lack of Repetitive Quality
We then dive in to development of an efficient, cost effective, quality positioning system to integrate into larger systems, robotics, or factory floors.

This “customer obsessed” process allows for greater awareness of expectations and proposed outcomes. We strive to create strong partnerships; we are easy to do business with, and want to share in mutual successes.

Why PrestonEastin?
Why *PrestonEastin*?

How does *PrestonEastin* help you and differentiate us and our products?

Sales -

- Quick Quoting – Usually within 1-72 hours
- Cross Selling
- Collaboration
- FLEXIBILITY
- Fully Custom Designs
- Local Manufacturing, Spare Parts, and Support
- IOM Provided
- Recommended OEM Equipment (additional axis)
How does PrestonEastin help you and differentiate us and our products?

- Collaborative Custom Design
  - Length/Width/Height
  - Carriage Extensions and Trailers
- Rigidity
  - 1 Piece Delivery
- Capacity
  - 4 Standard Versions with Larger Available
- Lowest Profile in the Industry
- Speed Options
- OEM Agnostic
- Caustic Environment Options
Why Preston Eastin?
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Why PrestonEastin?

PrestonEastin offers a complete line of powered and servo driven robotic positioning systems and equipment. We custom design and build:

• Traversing Units (RTUs)
• Turntables
• Tilt-Rotate Tables (2-Axis and 5-Axis)
• Headstocks and Tailstocks
• Skyhooks
• Drop-Centers
• H-Frames
• Ferris-Wheels
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